
 

 
Reiki in Shelters, Sanctuaries and Rescues 

By Jodie Brenner 

 

The Japanese word Reiki pronounced “ray-key” is translated as “Rei” meaning sacred or spirit and “Ki” 
meaning energy, combined it is Universal Life Energy.  It is a holistic healing method that is gentle and non-
invasive, yet powerful.   Reiki was discovered by Dr. Mikao Usui in the early 1900’s. Today it is practiced in 
many hospitals, cancer centers and hospices through out the world.  Reiki can bring this same support and 
healing benefits to the animals as well. 
 
Reiki is a safe therapy and can compliment all other therapies, both conventional and holistic.  Reiki can help 
balance and restore the energy centers in animals and humans while allowing the release of pain, stress, grief 
and other blocks in the emotional, mental, spiritual and physical body.  Many animals in shelters and 
sanctuaries have had some kind of trauma or abuse in their past.  This can cause them to be fearful, 
aggressive, have behavior issues and/or become depressed.  The use of Reiki in shelters and sanctuaries is 
becoming widespread as caretakers realize the benefits the animals receive from Reiki. 

 

Some of the benefits received from Reiki 
 

• Helps to reduce fear, anxiety and pain 
• Helps promote relaxation and reduce stress 
• Increase vitality and awareness 
• Promote a sense of well-being and peacefulness 
• Supports competition and performance animals 

• Facilitate emotional and spiritual healing during the dying process 
 
Earlier this year I was invited to become a founding member and teacher for SARA ~ Shelter Animal Reiki 
Association.  SARA is an international non-profit organization that raises awareness of the benefits that Reiki 
can offer to animals in these environments.   Their mission is to provide volunteer Reiki for healing and 
support for animals in shelters and sanctuaries; and to educate the community about the benefits of Reiki for 
animals.  It also documents Reiki effects in an online database for research and educational purposes.   It 
teaches the basics of the Reiki principles and energy and the best ethical approach to use when offering Reiki 
to animals.  It also promotes the highest standard of Professional Shelter Reiki programs around the world.  
SARA has members located throughout the United States and in Europe. 
 
If you are interested in learning how to provide healing support to the animals in your care and/or beginning a 
Reiki program at your shelter or sanctuary; please visit the SARA website at 
www.shelteranimalreikiassociation.org for more information.  You may join as an individual supporter for SARA 
or join as an official SARA shelter to support the mission of implementing a Reiki program at your shelter. 
 
Jodie is an Animal Reiki Teacher, an Usui Reiki Master Teacher and a Karuna Reiki® Master Teacher.  She is also a 
Teacher for SARA and works with shelters and sanctuaries to implement Reiki programs.  For more information on 
individual Reiki sessions and a class schedule, please visit her website: www.equushearts.com or email 
jodie@equushearts.com  

 


